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National High-Tech Enterprise
Famous trademark of Anhui Province
Double software enterprise of Anhui ProvinceV.19.9

Tongxing Factory
It covers 13 units of area(8700㎡)/ 
construction area of 5000㎡
Put into operation in April of 2004
Located at NO.30 fenglin boulevard, 
shuangfeng developing area, Hefei

Suda Factory
It covers 70 units of area(47000㎡)/ 
construction area of 25000㎡
Put into operation in October of 2009
Located at NO.62 fenglin boulevard, 
shuangfeng developing area, Hefei

Workshop inside

TONGXING GROUP IMAGES

Union Intelligent Cnc Industrial Park A&B
It covers 352 units of area(236000㎡)/ construction area of 210000㎡
Put into operation in  September of 2015
Located at  Huainan boulevard and fenglin road intersection Hefei city, Anhui province, China

Workshop outsideSiwei Factory
It covers 50 units of area(33600㎡)/
construction area of 18000㎡
Put into operation in June of 2010
Located at  Linxi east road, 
Luyang developing area, Hefei 

TONGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD
ADD: No. 030, Fenglin Boulevard, Shuangfeng Developing Area, Hefei, China
TEL: 0086-551-66370766
FAX: 0086-551-66370766
Web: http:// en.txcnc.com   E-mail: sale@txgm.com

The Global SUDA
TONGXING Technology Development Co.,Ltd established in 1992,lies in HEFEI --One of Chinese scientific and technological cities.We have been working on 
researching and manufacturing CNC machinery in field of woodworking,stone engraving,metal processing,glass cutting and advertising etc. for over 20 years. The 
main products: Heavy moving column CNC machining center,Heavy static column CNC machining center,High accuracy metal cutting machines,High precision fiber 
laser machine,Vanguard series CNC engravers, Multistage CNC machine center,SUDA high accuracy CNC engraver, SUDA laser cutting machine,fiber cutting 
machine,totally 23 series ,more than 100 models. The sales net not only covers all Chinese provinces and municipalities,including HongKong,Taiwan&Macao,also 
the products are exported to more than 120 countries and regions such as Europe,America,Middle-east,South-east Asia etc.    

Development History
1992.10.established TONGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD

1999. The first engraving machine is listed on the market

2001. Products exported to the overseas market

Since 2007, it has been recognized as a national high-tech enterprise until now

2011. The SUDA trademark was awarded the famous trademark of Anhui province and the famous brand product of Anhui province.

2012. The key technology research and development project of CNC engraving and milling machine based on laser positioning was awarded two prizes of Anhui 
science and technology progress.

2013. Construction of Anhui Union intelligent equipment Industrial Park and Engineering Technology Research Center in SHUANGFENG developing area, only 
biggest fiber laser and cnc machinery production base in China

In 2012, Our project on Key Technology Development for CNC Milling Machining Center based on laser positioning was awarded second prize for scientific and 
technological progress in Anhui.

CE Quality certificate Multiple operation machine center of patent of invention

A Part Of Enterprise Honor Certificates

Professional tool blanking High precision brazing process

Accurate grinding process

Destressing and annealing process

Painting surface treatment procedure

Strict assembly process

Primary shaping by numeric 
controlling five axis machining center

High precision machining

The largest manufacturer of CNC routers 
and fiber laser cutting machines in China, to build the 
domestic first-class intelligent equipment industry base.  02 03

Configurations

FV-6020DH

Note: this model is designed for high laser power equipment, recommend to laser power over 3000w.

Machine parameter
 

 
Model FV4020DHFV3015DH

Working Area

Transmitting Way

Laser Source

FV6020DH

Laser Power

Power Supply

Cooling Way

Exchange Table

Cover Structure

1500×3000mm 2000×4000mm 2000×6000mm

XY axis transmitting by Korea grinding rack with Shimpo flange reducer, Z axis transmitting by grinding
rolling ball screw

Raycus, MAX, IPG, GW (optional)

3000W/4000W/6000W/8000W/10000W/12000W/15000W/25000W(Optional)

Dual temperature dual control industrial chiller

All covered with anti-fire material

Exchange by chain, frequency conversion drive

380V/50~60Hz

FV6025DH

2500×6000mm

FV-4020DH

SUDA FV SERIES INDUSTRIAL HEAVY DUTY HIGH POWER
FIBER LASER CUTTING MACHINE
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Adopt industrial heavy-duty machine body with firm structure, treated by CNC high-temperature tempering and stress-relieving, ensuring no deformation after long-term use, suitable for high-powered laser source operation

The whole processing by CNC large-scale pentahedron machining center, including milling, drilling, tapping and other processes, can effectively improve the assembly accuracy of the machine body, and ensure 
the running progress and stability of the equipment.

All axis adopts Japan THK high-precision linear guide rail to ensure smooth operation, having the features of wear-resistant and dust-proof, and is equipped with automatic oil lubrication system.

XY axis adopts Korea Leadrack high-precision grinding rack, Z-axis is equipped with high-precision grinding screw. The grinding gear and grinding screw ensure higher precision of the equipment.

XY axis is equipped with Japan Shimpo flange reducer, which is faster and more stable at high speed.

Adopt CYPCUT industrial optical fiber cutting system, supporting auto focus, material exchanging platform, scanning cutting, automatic edge cutting, etc.

Dual-screen display, self-contained monitoring device, could conduct in-time monitoring for working platform and switching platform; also have the function of warning protection

XY axis Japanese AC servo drive system, X-axis 1.3KW, Y-axis 2.9KW (dual drive transmission), Z-axis 750W, strong torque, higher performance

Adopting auto-focusing cutting head, quick response and high positioning accuracy

The whole intelligent pneumatic system adopts Japanese SMC complete sets, including proportional valves, electromagnetic valves, one-way valves, etc.

Equipped with large enclosed structure with integral fireproof steel material; having high safety level graphite platform in the processing area

Equipped with a partitioned smoke exhaust system to automatically switch the smoke exhaust district for better smoke evacuation

Equipped with high-speed and high-efficiency automatic material exchanging device in variable frequency drive, and is equipped with chain protection device

Optical fiber transmission, flexible processing, realizing equal quality cutting at any point.

Application fields
Cutting materials：It can cut all 
kinds of metal plates and pipes, 
mainly used for rapid cutting of 
stainless steel, carbon steel, 
manganese steel,galvanized 
sheet, various alloy plates, rare 
metals and other materials; 

Applicable industries: advertising 
decoration, kitchen appliances, 
mechanical equipment, electrical 
equipment, lighting hardware, 
advertising signs, auto parts, 
display equipment, various metal 
products, sheet metal cutting and 
other industries.

SUDA HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL
FIBER LASER MACHINE
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Model Features
High power servo, faster running 
speed is ensured.

Heavy duty industrial steel 
structure, low resonance, high 
speed running, more stable in 
operation.  

Automatic focusing cutting head, 
thick plate perforation and cutting 
more perfect .

Adopt intelligent Gas set device, 
more convenient for processing. 

More professional industrial 
control system with more 
functions.

Configurations Application
Adopt industrial heavy duty steel structure, under heat treatment, suffer lower temperature tempering and annealing, will not deform after long time using.   

Adopt NC pentahedron machining, milling, boring, tapping and other machining processes to ensure high processing accuracy.

Configure with Japan THK linear rail for all axis, to ensure durable and high precision for long time processing.

XY axis configure with high accuracy grinding type gear rack, Japan Shimpo reducer, high speed and precision can be ensured. Z axis are transmitting by 
high accuracy rolling ball screw.

Adopt France Schneider AC servo system for all axis, large power, close-cycle control, high precision positioning, stronger torque force, shorter dynamic 
corresponding time, and stronger overload resistance ability.

Adopt industrial optical fiber cutting system, easy to install, maintenance and cam module based on autocad kernel development, built-in process, ensure 
high-quality cutting effect. 

Adopt professional WSX, Raytools laser cutting head, imported optical lens, focus spot smaller, cutting lines more precise, higher efficiency and better 
processing quality can be ensured.

Dual air path control, equipped with Japan SMC intelligent gas unit, automatic pressure regulation, air exchange, pressure detection, more simple to use. 

Fiber laser transmitting, flexible processing, realized high accuracy cutting on every point.

Compatible with multiple software, can design an graphic and letters as you like, operating simple, flexible and easy.

Applicable field: can be used for 
various metal sheet processing, 
mainly applicable for 
high-speed and high-precision 
cutting of stainless steel, carbon 
steel, manganese steel, 
galvanized sheet, alloy sheet 
and rare metal materials

Applicable industries: hotel 
kitchen equipment, hardware 
products, automobile 
manufacturing, mechanical 
equipment, display equipment, 
precision parts, electrical 
equipment, elevator equipment, 
lighting hardware, automobile 
decoration and other industries

Technical Data
 Model Type

 Laser Media

0.1mm Min. Route Width

Table Size

depending on the materials and the laser power Cutting Thickness
Red dot Aiming Positioning

220V or 380V/50Hz~60Hz Voltage Requirement

1080nmWave Length

 Power

 Reposition Accuracy ±0.05mm

Any changes of specifications or size without notice. (Configuration is subject to contract, weight is subject to actual machine delivered).
Any working size or various specifications can be produced according to special requirement.

FG-3015
1500×3000mm

FG-4015

1500×4000mm

FG-6015

1500×6000mm

FG-4020

2000×4000mm
FG-6020

2000×6000mm

(optional)

Fiber laser

INDUSTRIAL HIGH PRECISION OPTICAL
FIBER LASER MACHINE
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Cooperation Partner

Model Features Application
Industrialized welded machine structure, milled by high accuracy planning machine, anealing treatment is made after,  strong and stable machine structure can 
be assured during long time operating.

Adopt Japanese THK grinding ball screw and THK high precision linear rail.

Adopt France Schneider servo motor ,the torque force is stronger,the working speed more faster and stable.

Automatically-tracing  smoking extraction system, energy-saving and perfect smoke extraction effect. 

Configured with inductive cutting head and mirror to reach as much smaller focus spot as possible, more delicate lines can be cut ,higher efficiency ,better processing quality.

Optical fiber transmission, flexible processing, cutting quality at any point can be ensured. 

Professional laser CNC control system, computer operation, more simple operation.

Compatible with a variety of software, can design all kinds of graphics or text instant cutting, simple operation, flexible, convenient.

With intelligent discharging function, material utilization rate is higher.

Widely used in sheet metal 
processing, production of 
advertising signs, kitchenware, 
hardware, lighting hardware, 
saw blade, eyes, machinery 
parts and other industries.

Schneider servo system Japan  shimpo reducerHigh precision optical fiber cutting headJapan THK linear square guide

Technical Data
  

  
FC1540FC1530FC1325 Model Type

Nd:FIBER Laser Media

0.1mm Min. Route Width

1500x4000 1500x3000 1300x2500Table Size

depending on the materials   Cutting Thickness

Red dot Aiming Positioning

220V or 380V/50Hz~60Hz Voltage Requirement

1080nmWave Length

 Power 500W、1000W、1500W、2000W (Optional)

 Reposition Accuracy ±0.05mm

FC2060

2000x6000 

Any changes of specifications or size without notice. (Configuration is subject to contract, weight is subject to actual machine delivered).
Any working size or various specifications can be produced according to special requirement.

SUDA AG SERIES PROFESSIONAL METAL TUBE 
FIBER LASER CUTTING MACHINE
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Cooperation Partner

Main configuration Application
Adopt industrial heavy duty steel structure, undergoes numerical control high-temperature heat treatment, to ensure long-term use of no deformation, suitable 
for high-power laser operation.

Adopt NC pentahedron machining, milling, boring, tapping and other machining processes to improves assembly precision of the machine tool and ensure 
running precision and stability of equipment.

Configure with Japan THK high-precision liner rail for all axis, running smoothly, wear-resistant and dust-proof, and equipped with automatic oil supply. 

XY axis configured with Korea LEADRACK high accuracy grinding type gear rack, Z axis are transmitting by high accuracy rolling ball screw, equipment 
precision is higher.

Adopt Shanghai CYPCUT 3000S series professional pipe cutting system to support cycle processing, high precision of software operation.

Four-axis adopts France Schneider AC servo drive system, X-axis 1KW, Y-axis 3KW, Z-axis 750W, W-axis (front chuck 2KW, back chuck 3KW)

Adopt Shenzhen WSX automatic focusing cutting head, pipe material deviation automatically compensates.

Professional double pneumatic chuck, material diameter is 10-220mm.

Equipped with floating support ejector device, long pipe cutting jitter is small, cutting effect is better, and precision is higher.

Equipped with double receiving device, separate waste materials and finished products.

Equipped with material reducing device to support long work pieces cutting, ensuring no deviation of cutting effect.

Machine parameters
 

 

 

 

Model SD-AG6000

Control System

Transmitting Way

Laser Source Brand

Power

Power Supply

Cooling Way

Pipe Diameter

Pipe Diameter Range

CYPCUT

XY axis transmitting by Korea Grinding Rack with Japan Shimpo Reducer, Z axis transmitting by Rolling Ball Screw

RAYCUS/MAX/IPG/GW (optional)

1000W/2000W/3000W/4000W/6000W(optional)

Double Temperature Double Control Industrial Chiller

10~220mm

6000mm

380V/50~60Hz
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Machine Model
Input Voltage
Laser Type

Linewidth Adjustable Amplitude
Output Power (Laser Power)

Output Laser Power Regulation Range
Working Environment Temperature Range

Welding Thickness
Welding Gap Requirements

220V 50HZ
Fiber Laser Source

0-4MM
1000W

10%-100%
15-35℃
0.5-3mm
≤0.5mm

1500W

SD1000 SD1500
Technical parameters

SUDA FIBER LASER FULL
FUNCTION MACHINING CENTER
CUTTING & MARKING

Machine features
Industrial heavy-duty steel structure design, plate steel and square tube steel combination welding mode, undergoes numerical control low-temperature tempering treatment, to ensure long-term use of no deformation.

NC pentahedron machining center machining, milling, boring, tapping and other processing processes are used to ensure the machining accuracy of machine tools and effectively improve the machining precision of 
machine tools.

Three axis adopt Japan THK high precision linear rail, which is wear-resistant and ensures the high precision of long time processing.

High precision grinding rack is used in the XY axis, which is equipped with the drive of Shimpo high precision reducer from Japan, which not only guarantees the high speed operation of the machine tool, but also 
ensures the running precision at the same time.

French Schneider AC servo drive system with large power and high inertia has stronger torsion, faster speed and more stable speed.

Adopt Japan SMC intelligent gas group(1000W and above),double gas path control,gas type is automatically distributed by software.

Professional laser cutting head,imported optical lens,focus spot smaller,cutting lines more fine,better processing quality.

With non-contact automatic focusing function to ensure the best focal length, to ensure efficient cutting.

Using optical fiber transmission, flexible processing, at any point can achieve equal quality cutting.

Taiwan Syntec optical fiber laser cutting, marking integrated system, computer operation.

Equipped with double temperature double control professional cooling machine, high cooling speed and effective improvement of optoelectronic conversion rate.

Compatible with many kinds of software, can design all kinds of graphics or characters instantly, easy to operate, flexible and convenient.

Suitable for cutting stainless steel, carbon steel, alloy steel, silicon steel, spring steel, pickling plate, galvanized plate, etc.

GM3000

NEW ARRIVAL
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SUDA SD SERIES HANDHELD LASER 
WELDING MACHINE

Machine features
This welding equipment can be used for complex 
and irregular welding of metal equipment, stainless 
steel households and other industries.The process 
of connecting; perfect replacement of traditional 
argon arc welding, electric welding in the welding of 
thin metal plates, iron plates, aluminum plates and 
other metal materials.

The internal design is dexterous, and the good 
interactive control system expands the tolerance 
range of the machined parts and the width of the 
weld seam, solves the disadvantage of small laser 
beam and better weld formation.

The shape is light, the body engineering design 
method is adopted, and the grip is comfortable; the 
hand is easy to control, and the operation is simple 
and easy to use.

With multiple safety alarms, it automatically locks 
light after removing the workpiece, ensure safe.

The weld is beautiful, fast, no consumables, no 
weld seam, no discoloration, no need for 
post-grinding.

A variety of angle nozzles can be configured to 
meet the welding needs of different products.

Specially used for cutting 
0.4-25mm carbon steel 
pipes,0.4-14mm stainless steel 
pipes, galvanized steel 
pipes,electrolytic zinc-coated 
steel pipes,0.4-12mm aluminum 
sheet pipes and 0.4-6mm brass 
pipes and other thin metal 
materials and Cut round tube 
diameter from 20mm to 200mm, 
square tube diameter from 
20*20mm to 140*140mm.

SD1000

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

Samples

Used for welding all kinds of stainless steel mirror 
words, stainless steel brushed words, stainless 
steel spherical characters, stainless steel paint 
characters, stainless steel spray words, stainless 
steel solid words, stainless steel plating 
words,stainless steel gold foil words, precision 
stainless steel characters, titanium flat words, 
titanium spherical surface Word, Seiko Titanium, 
Flat Copper, Spherical Copper, Copper, Copper 
Antique, Seiko Aluminum, Iron Paint (Stainless 
Steel, Iron, Low Carbon Steel), metal word welding.

Lighting and mould industry, optoelectronic 
communication devices, medical, electronics, 
copper parts, aluminum parts and small welding 
processing industry.

Applications & Applicable Materials

SD-AG6000
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FC-1530

FG-3015
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SUDA MC SERIES HIGH PRECISION
ALL ADVERTISING MATERIALS CNC 
MACHINING CENTER
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Technical Data

Model

Table Size

Transmitting way

Linear rail

Max speed

Reposition Accuracy

Working tools

Auto Feeding device 

Working surface

Driver system

Control system

X、Y、Z axis transmitted by high precision rolling ball screw from Taiwan

X、Y、Z axis use THK linear rail from Japan (lifespan 10 years)

20m/min

0.025mm

Equipped with automatic surface detector

Matrix vacuum table(4 zone)

S8-2513

2500x1300mm

Japan Yaskawa AC servo system

SUDA 3 in 1 control system

7.5KW auto tool change water cooling spindle motor( customized high precision tool shanks) 

Advertising industry: mini word, beveled word, acrylic glare character, high-end advertisement character and other logo making processing; kt board, pvc, acrylic material edge cutting. 

Other industries: architectural model, plastic and solid wood model, instrument 3D curved surface processing, electronics industry, woodworking furniture, cabinet door board, building 
materials processing and so on.

Also applies to copper, aluminum, iron plate engraving and cutting. 

This series of products focus on high-precision processing mode, suitable for advertising industry, electronics industry, woodworking furniture, aluminum alloy products high-light processing 
and all kinds of soft and hard material edge cutting.

Application

Configurations

Professional industrial full-function control system, vibration knife cutting, high-light mini-word, cutting edge cutting three-in-one, easy to operate. 

Industrial heavy-duty steel structure design, annealing stress removal, and processed by numerical control high-precision pentahedron machining center by one time to ensure the optimal 
strength and rigidity of the fuselage. 

Adopt column frame gantry, table moving transmission mode, more stable equipment, less vibration.

Standard with professional matrix vacuum adsorption platform, large bearing capacity; optimized zonal management, suitable for all kinds of workpiece processing.

Japanese THK high-precision linear square guide rail, theoretical life of more than 10 years, equipped with lubrication system, more wear-resistant.

Taiwan original high precision ball wire rod is used in the triaxial system, and the precision is higher.

XY adopts full dustproof design, z shaft is equipped with main shaft safety protection cover.

Adopt the Japanese large torsion AC servo system, the service is more professional and convenient.

Independent industrial control cabinet, strong and weak power separation, maintenance more convenient.

Adopt 7.5kw water cooling high speed automatic change tool spindle, Standard with 4pcs tools (customized with high precise tool shank).

High-end parts

SUDA three-in-one industrial system Japan THK linear rail Japan YASKAWA servo system High speed auto tool change spindle

INTEGRATED WITH CCD EDGE 
CUTTING OSCILLATING KNIFE 
MINI WORDS 
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HIGH  PRECISION  PLATFORM  MOVING  
MULTI-FUNCTION  CNC  MILLING  
MACHINING  CENTER

Configuration
Adopt industrial heavy-duty structure design, 
annealing and destressing strictly according to 
process requirements, ensure the strength and 
rigidity of the machine body.

Adopt fixed beam gantry with frame structure and 
movable working table, to make the equipment 
more stable and less vibration.

Standard configured with matrix vacuum table with 
high strength,optimized partition management, 
suitable for different size processing . 

Adopt Japan THK high precision linear rail with 
lubrication system, more wearable.

XYZ axis adopt TAIWAN rolling ball screw, high 
precision.

XY axis adopt totally closed dust cover design, z 
axis quipped with spindle protection cover.

configure with Japan Yaskawa AC servo system, 
service more professional and quickly. 

Independent industrial control cabinet, strong and 
weak electricity separation, maintenance is more 
convenient.

Adopt professional industrial control system with 
perfect function and good interface.

Adopt 7.5KW water cooling and high speed 
automatic tool changing spindle. 

4 pcs of linear type ATC tools, flexible processing.

Application
Advertising industry: mini LED words, oblique edge 
characters, acrylic light-emitting characters, 
high-end advertisement characters, etc.

Other industries: building models, plastic and solid 
wood models, three-dimensional surface 
processing of musical instruments, electronic 
industry, woodworking furniture, cabinet door 
panels, building materials processing, etc.

It also applies to engraving and cutting on copper, 
aluminum and iron plates.

These series of products are more focused on high 
precision processing mode, suitable for advertising, 
electronics, woodworking furniture, aluminum alloy 
products high gloss processing

S6-2513

NEW ARRIVAL
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S8-2513

MC1325-G SERIES HIGH SPEED 
CNC ROUTER 
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Samples

14 15

 Configurations
Adopt industrial heavy-duty structure design,combined with the finite element method calculation,annealing and destressing strictly according to process requirements,thus to ensure the 
strength and rigidity of the machine body.

Standard configured with independent 6 zone matrix vacuum table with high strength,Optimized partition management, suitable for different size processing.

Adopt gantry transmission structure to ensure fast speed and high accuracy.

Independent controlling cabinet,separation of strong electricity and weak electricity to make the maintenance more convenient.

Adopt SUDA advanced professional control system, quickly calculation, Strong anti-interference ability.

Adopt Taiwan Delta Or Japan AC Servo System, its service would be more professional and more reliable.

Adopt High Precision Grade Japan THK Linear Rail, Configured with Oil Lubrication System ,and with more wear-resisting. 

High-speed water-cooled spindle is adopted.

Vacuum adsorption table, standard 7.5kw high power vacuum pump.

Mainly used for: high gloss processing of mini word, acrylic and high precision aluminum plane and cutting processing, also suitable for Automatic image edge cutting on PVC and other 
materials which is done by UV printer.

Technical Parameters
Model No.

Control System

Spindle Motor

Highlights

Working Table

Transfer Mode

Drive Mode

Power Source

MC1325-G3 MC1325-G5 MC1325-G7 MC1325-G9

1300×2500mm

X,Y axis gear and rack transmission with Japan Shimpo Reducer, Z axis rolling ball screw

High Power AC Servo(Taiwan Delta Or Japan AC Servo Optional )

380V 50Hz

***Any changes of specifications or sizes without notice. (Configurations are subject to contract; Weight is subject to actual machine delivered).

***Any working sizes or various specifications can be produced according to special requirements.

Optional parts

5.5kw water cooling spindle

Linear ATC library

SUDA NC/ handle control system

7.5kw water cooling spindle support ATC

SUDA handle control systemSUDA 3 in 1 control system SUDA CCD control system  

Mini words CCD Camera CCD and Oscillating knife

Water cooling spindle motor Linear ATC libraryOscillating knifeIndustrial CCD camera
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MG SERIES HEAVY DUTY ATC 
MACHINING CENTER

MG1325A

Configurations
Integral welding body, high inflexibility structure 
design  ,material stress analysis & forming by heat 
treatment, avoid deformation. 

Transmission part adopts high precision helical 
rack, THK linear rail from Japan, supplement with 
Japan Panasonic servo system  and Taiwan 
professional deceleration device, ensure machine 
running smoothly in high speed, high precision, low 
noise.

Equipped with professional vacuum system, adopt 
integral adsorption base, with the high strength 
engineering -plastics surface, one-time forming, 
adopt high-power professional vacuum pump, 
strong adsorption capacity.

High power spindle from Italy, low sway in axial , 
strong cutting force, long lifetime, low noise.  with 
imported Bamboo Hat ATC library of 8pcs tool, high 
efficiency.    

Industrial control system, professional electronic 
parts ， perfect function, stable performance, 
strong compatibility of software.

***Any changes of specifications or sizes without notice. (Configurations 
are subject to contract; Weight is subject to actual machine delivered).

***Any working sizes or various specifications can be produced 
according to special requirements.Japan THK linear guideNC Studio Control systemJapan YASKAWA servo system

MC1325
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Technical Data

2500x1300mm

Auto Feeding device 

MC2513-S6Model

Martix vacuum table (four zone)Working table

X、Y、Z axis configure with THK linear rail from JapanLinear rail 

Spindle motor

X、Y、Z axis transmitting by high precision rolling ball screw

Japan Yaskawa servo motors and drivers

Transmitting way

Equipped with an automatic surface detector 

7.5KW water cooled spindle of auto tool change

Driver system

Control system

Table Size

SUDA industrial control system / NC Studio NK260 

Any changes of specifications or size without notice(configuration is subdject to contract,weight is
subject to actual machine delivered)

KD SERIES CCD AUTOMATIC CUTTING
EDGE CNC ROUTER Configuration

Adopt the advanced CCD cutting system, automatic 
Edge cutting, engraving and processing integrated 
board without switching cables.

Equipped industrial CCD camera, with the clear 
probe and the high positioning accuracy.

Configure with high accuracy linear rail and helical 
rack, more stable and high accuracy.

Restart from power off, auto feeding, repeating 
functions, can support the 9 coordinte system 
positioning, real humanized design.

Standard with computer control unit, strong and 
week electrical seperation, more convenient 
maintenance. 

Standard with 3W/220V high speed water cooling 
spindle, high effiency.

Configure with big torque tranmitting motor with 
High subdivision drive, cutting efficiency is higher 
and more precise. 

Application

These series of machines are powerful, easy to 
use, reliable performance, widely used in 
high-efficiency production of various billboards, 
PVC, acrylic, aluminum plastic board, aluminum 
plastic board and other materials of three-dimen-
sional carving and automatic cutting edge .
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CK SERIES HIGH SPEED 
CNC ENGRAVER

Configurations
Adopt heavy duty machine frame, forming by CNC 
planer-type milling machine, more stronger, 
stability. 

High accuracy Taiwan linear guide, high accuracy 
helical gear rack transmitting, more stability, higher 
precision. 

Enlarged supporting frame, ensure transmission 
stability

Configured advanced FPGA colored LCM or on line 
special controlling system, independent power 
supply, quick calculation, strong anti-interferences 
performance. Own more powerful application 
performance.

Standard 8GB memory capacity, support 
transmitting file from USB flash disk directly, 
multiple files can be saved simultaneously, 
processing any file as you like.

Has power off restoration, continue processing at 
break point, auto tool height adjusting device, 
repeat processing,  support 9 coordinates setting, 
user friendly design. 

Standard configured 3kw water cooling spindle 
motor, high power, high efficiency. 

Be compatible with many CAD/CAM software like 
Type3/Artcam/Casmate/Proe/UG/Artgrave etc. 

Independent control cabinet, stronger power and 
weak power separate, maintenance easily.

CK 1325
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CCD-1325 SERIES HIGH SPEED
CCD\OSCILLATING KNIFE CNC ROUTER

Features
Equipped with SUDA professional edge patrol 
oscillating knife system, edge patrol cutting, 
carving, vibration knife cutting processing 
integrated board card, without switching circuit.

Equipped with industrial-grade camera, the probe is 
clear, the positioning precision is high, equipped 
with the special flexible data line of the towing 
chain, the bending resistance, the data transmis-
sion is stable, support the equipment to work for a 
long time continuously

Equipped with efficient Ac servo professional 
oscillating knife device, accurate Angle, fast speed.

X/Y/Z three axis are using digital display hybrid 
servo drive, high speed and precision.

Equipped with Taiwan high precision linear guide 
rail, durable.

X/Y axis equipped with high precision bevel teeth, 
more stability, higher precision.

With power outage recovery, breakpoint continued 
carving, automatic tool, reengraving, parking space 
Settings and other functions, and support 9 
coordinate system positioning, the real humanized 
design.

220V/3KW high-speed water-cooled spindle motor, 
higher power can be selected.

High torque drive motor, and high subdivision 
driver, cutting efficiency is higher, more accurate.

Compatible with Type3/ Artcam/ 
Casemate/Proe/UG/ ARTGRAVE and other 
CAD/CAM software.

Standard computer control cabinet, strong and 
weak electricity separation, convenient operation, 
easy maintenance.

CCD-1325

NEW ARRIVAL
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1300×2500×150mm
SUDA 3  in 1 control system

CCD-1325

220V/3KW Water cooling spindle motor
25m/min

Three axis digital display hybrid servo motor, AC servo oscillating knife
Taiwan linear rail

X,Y axis transmitted by rack and gear, Z axis rolling ball screw

6000~24000rpm/min

Working Size
Control System

Model

Spindle Motor
Running Speed

Drive Mode
Linear Rail

Transmitting Way

Spindle Speed

Machine parameter

If the price and size changes, forgive without notice, all configurations are based on contracts

can optional for different size.
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EC SERIES CCD CAMERA
CNC ENGRAVER

E5-1325

KD1325

SK1325

VG SERIES LARGE FORMAT 
CNC ENGRAVER

Machine features
Configuration high accuracy helical rack

Adopt the most advanced FPGA colored LCM 
controlling system, intelligent module,rapid 
calculation ,outstanding performance, can transmit 
files directly from USB flash disk.

Optional on mechanical and electrical design, 
motion speed can be up to 30m/min(leading speed 
in the line)

THK linear made in Japan to ensure more accurate 
and stable operation

3KW BOL high speed air cooling spindle motor

If any required, we can equip more powerful 
working .

Constant power,assure of powerful working under 
any turning speed

Independent control cabinet,safe and convenient.

Function of restoring from power off can stop 
machine running when power off, and then resume 
to work when power on, and also can save break 
point from which for later operation to start.

Driver Device divided by 16 equivalents, high 
speed,be good at processing curve line

Can optionally configure with Panasonic servo 
system

We can according your request to customized 
different working size machine 

VG1325

SK SERIES 
CNC ENGRAVER Configurations

Traveling speed can be up to 20m/min.

Configured with professional CNC controlling 
system.

Be compatible with various CAD/CAM software as 
Type3/Artcam/Casmate/CAXA/Artcut etc.

Can highly support G-code and IJK code.

Own functions of restoring from power off, 
continuation from break  point, auto feeding blades, 
repeat engraving, support nine coordinate 
positioning.

Standard with Taiwan linear rail to ensure more 
accuracy.

3KW water cooling spindle motor standard.

Powerful YAKO driver board with high power 
inverter to make the machine more stronger.

Can optional the vacuum system and dust collector 
system.

SD-3025Y SPEEDY MINI 
CNC ENGRAVER

SD-3025Z SPEEDY MINI 
CNC ENGRAVER

SUDA SL SERIES LASER EDGE 
CUTTING MACHINE

Applicable Materials

Ruida control system with CCD camera.

All axis adopts Japan THK linear rail.

All axis transmitting by high precision rolling ball 
screw.

Adopt Leadshine hybrid servo motor driver.

Equipped with 150w WEIJU laser tube.

Equipped with S&A industrial chiller.

Configurations

Adopt the most advanced FPGA colored LCM controlling system.

Configure with 1.5kw water cooling spindle motor.

X,Y,Z all axis configured with THK linear rail from Japan, more stable 
movement in high accuracy.

Water cooling processing system, the dual waterproof design, to ensure 
the circuit is not affected.

Configurations

The delicate machine body in integral iron-cast frame, long work 
lifetime.

Rolling ball screw from Germany.

Configured with 1500W inverter driven water cooling spindle motor.

Imported high accuracy linear guide on all axis.

Omnibearing double water-proof design, ensure electric safety.

Configure upgraded FPGA colored LCM control system.

Optional imported servo system.

Standard with Hybrid servo motors and drivers to keep more high 
precision 

Configurations

Cloth, leather, plexiglass, acrylic, plastic, rubber, 
tile, wood products, bamboo products, wool, paper, 
luggage, electronic materials, uppers, ceramics and 
other non-metallic materials. Application industry: 
clothing, footwear, luggage, computer embroidery 
cutting, models, electronic appliances, toys, 
furniture, advertising decoration, packaging and 
printing, paper products, handicrafts, household 
appliances, laser processing and other industries.

30 31

SC SERIES STONE 
PROCESSING ENGRAVER

SC1325

Configurations
Robust square steel tube machine body,stiff,not 
deforming 

X,Y,Z all axis xonfigured with THK linear rail from 
Japan

Z axis with Germany rolling ball screw ,high 
accuracy Z down action

3kw high speed constant power water cooling 
inverter driven spindle motor

Software compatibility:compatible with many 
CAD/CAM design software like TYPE3/Artcam/Cas-
mate/Artgrave etc.

Full set of engraving bits,double side tools cooling 
system

FPGA colored LCM contrrolling system with 8GB 
inner memory capacity,support USB flash disk 
transmitting

Stepper motorJapan THK linear guide SUDA handle control systemIndustrial chiller

SD-E60 5-AXIS VISUAL 
PAINT SPRAYING MACHINE

SD-E60 Configurations
Transmission: It adopts toothed belt type soft 
connection transmission, no noise, no gap

Motor: Adopting Japan Panasonic or Delta 
high-power servo motor. Features: stable, precise, 
high speed and durable

Environmental protection technologies: Optional 
choices: UV photo-oxidation, activated carbon, 
water curtain cabinet and other environmental 
protection technologies. These optional technolo-
gies could solve environmental pollution problems 
in painting and therefore meet national environmen-
tal protection standards

Control: Six-axis motion control system adopts 
mechanical arm transmission mode. Our control 
system is carried out by several years’ careful R&D 
and has completely independent intellectual 
property rights in our industry

Saving your time and energy: automatic painting, 
just input the program, it would then operate 
according to the standard program. So, there is no 
problem of difficulty in personnel management

Saving money: painting equipment is a one-time 
investment. Compared with the problem of high 
monthly salary of manual painting, the cost of 
equipment operation is much lower than manual 
painting

Saving labor cost: The automatic painting machine 
is numerically controlled. The operator just need a 
basic knowledge of the computer and painting, then 
he could operate the equipment easily. There is no 
need to hire a professional paint technician

Material saving: When the automatic painting 
machine sprays the surface or side of the letters or 
objects, the system could precisely controls the 
movement path of the spray gun. If there is no need 
to paint, the spray gun will automatically close, 
saving a lot of paint.
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EC SERIES HEAVY DUTY 
CNC ENGRAVER

E1-1325

Technical Parameters
Model No.

Working Table

Transmitting Way

Drive Mode

Spindle Motor

Power Source

MC1325-A3S MC1325-A7S

1300×2500mm

X,Y axis gear and rack transmission with Shimpo reducer, Z axis rolling ball screw

High Power AC Servo (France Schneider, Taiwan Delta Or Japan AC Servo Optional )

7.5kw quickly manual tool change water cooling spindle 7.5kw ATC Water Cooling Spindle

380V 50Hz

Control System SUDA NC control system SUDA handle control system

If the price and size changes, forgive without notice, all configurations are based on contracts

HIGH SPEED AUTOMATIC 
TOOL CHANGING CNC MILLING 
MACHINING CENTER

Application
Advertising industry:Mini LED word,bevel edge 
word,acrylic lighting word,high-end advertising word 
and Sign processing.

Other industry:building model, plastic and wood, 
instrument,three dimensional surface processing of 
musical instrument

Also applies for the carving and cutting on brass 
and aluminum.

MC1325-A7S

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

20 21

SD-E60
Length: 1500mm; Width: 1200mm; Thickness: 20-140mm

5kw
3

0.8Mpa
1800L/Min
380V 50HZ

3280mm * 2260mm * 1860mm; 1000KG
1.0mm (replaceable)

5 axis
1-280°automatic adjustment

6 axis
1-40mm/s

Model
Processing Size 

Total Power
No. of spray guns

Air pressure 
Air flow

Power requirements 
External Dimensions, Weight

Spray gun diameter 
Spraying method
Spray gun angle 
Control method

Spray gun speed

Machine parameter

If the price and size changes, forgive without notice, all configurations are based on contracts

can optional for different size.

NEW ARRIVAL
2020NEW ARRIVAL

2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

SD 3025Y

SD 3025Z

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

NEW ARRIVAL
2020NEW ARRIVAL

2020

SL1325
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SL SERIES LASER 
ENGRAVING MACHINE

Configurations
Optimization of mechanical and electrical design, 
processing speed can be up to 200mm/s

Configure higher power laser tube, can cut Acrylic 
of 20mm thickness in one step

With advcanced controlling system, strong function, 
can effectively engrave on plane / gradient(option-
al), cutting and drilling holes,etc

Transmit files directly in CorelDraw, AutoCAD etc

Configure imported lens to ensure perfect cutting

Adopt international advanced linear rail for X.Y axis, 
more precision

Standard configuration of chilling machine.

Taiwan LAPPING linear guide RUIDA Laser systemIndustrial chillerHybrid servo system

NEW ARRIVAL
2020

SL1390

Configurations
Adopt heavy duty structure, CNC machinery center 
processing andforming, high strength and good 
stability

Equipped THK linear rail with high accuracy helical 
rack and gear transmitting, more stable and 
precision

More stronger cast iron stand to keep the machine 
working morestable

Adopt advanced FPGA NC controlling system with 
professional CCD control system, quickly 
calculation, Strong anti-interference ability

Equipped with industrial camera, the probe is clear. 
High positioning precision

Restart from power off, Auto feeding, repeating 
functions, can support the 9 coordinate system 
positioning, real humanized design

Be compatible with many CAD/Camsoftware like 
TYPE3/ART CAM/-CASMATE/PROE/UG/ART-
GRAVE ETC

Independent computer control cabinet, strong and 
weak electrical separation, more convenient 
maintenance 

Standard with 3KW /220V high speed water cooling 
spindle,high effiency

Standard with industrial matrix vacuum system

Configure with manual oil Lubrication system, 
Equipment maintenance is more convenient and 
quick

Configurations
Adopt heavy duty machine frame, forming by CNC 
planer-type milling machine, more stronger, stability

High accuracy THK linear guide from Japan, high 
accuracy helical gear rack transmitting, more 
stability, higher precision

Enlarged cast iron supporting frame, ensure 
transmission stability

Configured advanced FPGA colored LCM or on line 
special controlling system, independent power 
supply, quick calculation,strong anti-inter-ferences 
performance. Owe more powerfulapplication 
performance

Standard 8GB memory capacity, support 
transmitting file from USB flash disk directly, 
multiple files can be saved simultaneously,process-
ing any file as you like.

Has power off restoration, continue processing at 
break point auto tool height adjusting device, repeat 
processing, support 9 coordinates setting, user 
friendly design

Standard configured 380V 4 5kw air cooling spindle 
motor, high power, high efficiency.

Be compatible With many CAD/CAM software like 
Type3/Artcam/Casmate/Proe/UG/Artgrave etc

Independent control cabinet, stronger power and 
weak power separate, maintenance easily

Can optional the vacuum system and dust collector 
system

***Any changes of specifications or sizes without notice. 
(Configurations are subject to contract; Weight is subject to actual 
machine delivered).

***Any working sizes or various specifications can be produced 
according to special requirements.

***Any changes of specifications or sizes without notice. 
(Configurations are subject to contract; Weight is subject to actual 
machine delivered).

***Any working sizes or various specifications can be produced 
according to special requirements.


